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Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft
Research of practical utility lies at the heart of all activities

With its clearly defined mission of application-oriented research

pursued by the Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft. Founded 1949, the

and its focus on key technologies of relevance to the future, the

research organisation undertakes applied research that drives

Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft plays prominent role in the German and

economic development and serves the wider benefit of society.

European innovation process. Applied research has knock-on

Its services are solicited by customers and contractual partners

effect that extends beyond the direct benefits perceived by the

in industry the service sector and public administration.

customer: Through their research and development work, the
Fraunhofer Institutes help to reinforce the competitive strength

At present, the Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft maintains 67 institutes

of the economy in their local region throughout Germany and

and research units. The majority of the nearly 24,000 staff are

Europe. They do so by promoting innovation, strengthening

qualified scientists and engineers, who work with an annual

the technological base, improving the acceptance of new

research budget of more than 2.1 billion Euros. Of this sum,

technologies and helping to train the urgently needed future

more than 1.8 billion Euros is generated through contract

generation of scientists and engineers.

research. More than 70% of the Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft
contract research revenue is derived from contracts with industry

As an employer, the Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft offers its staff the

and from publicly financed research projects. Almost 30% is

opportunity to develop the professional and personal skills that

contributed by the German federal government and German

will allow them to take up positions of responsibility within

states governments in the form of base funding, enabling the

their institute, at university, in industry, and in society. Students

institutes to work ahead on solutions to problems that will not

who choose to work on projects at the Fraunhofer Institutes

become acutely relevant to industry and society until five or ten

have excellent prospects of starting and developing a career in

years from now.

industry by virtue of the practical training and experience they
have acquired.

International collaborations with excellent research partners
and innovative companies around the world ensure direct

The

access to regions of the greatest importance to present and

organisation that takes its name from Joseph- von Fraunhofer

future scientific progress an economic development.

(1787-1826), the illustrious Munich researcher, inventor and

Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft

entrepreneur.
www.fraunhofer.de
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Fraunhofer Center for Maritime Logistics and
Services CML, Hamburg
The Fraunhofer Center for Maritime Logistics and Services

Sea Traffic and Nautical Solutions

CML develops and optimises processes and systems along the
maritime supply chain. We support private and public-sector

The growth of maritime transportation and increasing ship sizes

clients with the initiation and realisation of innovations through

poses safety and efficiency challenges in maritime shipping that

practical research projects in the fields of shipping, ports, and

can be overcome through information technology innovations

logistics.

and nautical solutions. CML brings these two sides together in
maritime transport and navigation. Ship technologies, traffic,

In accordance with the project and customer requirements, we

and waterways are analysed, assessed, and optimised, thereby

put together interdisciplinary teams of engineers, economists,

improving the efficiency and safety of shipping traffic.

mathematicians, information scientists and marine engineers
to create customer-specific solutions for ship and fleet

Ship and Information Management

management, marine transport and navigation, ports and
transportation markets.

Modern maritime information management on board and
on land harbours significant efficiency and cost effectiveness

We take both the results of our varied research activities and

potential. One focus is on crewing and procurement processes

the latest scientific insights into account. Fraunhofer CML is

that often constitute a large proportion of the operating costs.

part of the Fraunhofer Institute for Material Flow and Logistics

CML develops and pilots’ individual solutions for its customers

IM L in Dortmund.

to optimise business processes for the operation and control of
shipping fleets.

Ports and Transport Markets
www.cml.fraunhofer.de
Ongoing globalization, the availability of innovative technologies
and rapidly changing market requirements are altering maritime
supply chains. Making infrastructures and transport chains more
flexible is one answer to these developments. CML supports its
customers with market development trend studies and assists
with strategic, future-oriented investment decisions.
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Dear reader,
Port Terminals today, are highly complex ecosystems where
many areas of operation intersect. Activities ranging from
cargo handling and yard management to veterinary services
and customs need to be planned, coordinated and executed at
a minute’s notice.
Terminal Operating Systems (TOS) fill this role. They act as
inherently complex systems that manage and monitor all
aspects of a terminal’s operative tasks. However, as no port is
like another, TOS come in equally different designs, each with
a specific terminal in mind, and are then highly customized
towards the needs of the customer. This implementation is
costly and time consuming, which makes it crucial to make an
informed choice when selecting a new TOS for introduction.
There are a number of innovations that, over the span of the last
ten years, have made TOS all over the world more productive,
leaner and more self-sufficient. Especially the emergence of the
means for omnipresent data collection laid the groundworks for
one of the pinnacles of recent technology - Artificial Intelligence.
This development is by all means ongoing, however, more and
more providers and users of TOS start to tap into this enormous
potential as Artificial Intelligence opens up opportunities for
better coordinated and more efficient operations, lower energy
consumption and seamless communication.
This is why this year’s study on TOS focuses on the implications
of Artificial Intelligence on the way terminals are managed now,
and will be managed in the near future.
It will inform you about what is on the market and what the
capabilities of these systems are, and hopefully help you in the
quest of becoming the terminal of the future by using what is
available today.
Enjoy your read! 		
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1 MANAGEMENT SUMMARY

Technological progress and changing business environments

and neuronal networks. This enables better forecasts

of port terminals can force port terminals to consider updating

based on Artificial Intelligence.

or changing their present Terminal Operating System (TOS).
Up-to-date TOS offer the potential for higher productivity and

•

Optimization problems are omnipresent in port terminals,

efficiency in the operation of port terminals. To realize these

for instance Stowage Planning, Yard Planning or any

potentials, port terminals need to select a suitable TOS system

scheduling tasks. AI-based algorithms promise to gene-

from the right TOS provider. Just buying a product off the shelf

rate solutions to these problems faster and often more

often won’t work, it rather requires substantial financial and

effectively than traditional solutions.

personnel commitment towards a TOS provider. Procurement
and implementation may last years. Thus, a prudent decision

•

Maintenance and repair modules in TOS products will

needs to be made on which provider and which TOS product

profit from Artificial Intelligence. Predictive maintenance

to choose..

will help to reduce equipment failures and thus increase
the reliability of plans and schedules. Wear and Tear

The TOS 2021 study provides support in the first steps of a

can be assessed more accurately and incorporated into

TOS user’s procurement process, giving an overview of 38

the maintenance strategy. Especially, if port terminals

TOS providers at market, their products and modules. For

strengthen their collaboration with port equipment

TOS providers the study gives valuable insights in the demand

providers and their data centres.

of TOS users and their needs. Both parties profit of an extra
spotlight of the 2021 study on the benefits and prevalence of

Benefits of AI become additional features within current TOS

Artificial Intelligence in TOS products.

products. Port terminals pursuing the course of a first mover
strategy should conduct R&D jointly with their TOS provider,

A strong diversification and specialisation of TOS products

tackling the systems requirements for Artificial Intelligence

can be observed over the last years. Port terminals handling

applications. This will open many promising pathways as

containers face a more and more consolidated market, in

well for the TOS provider, to shape future TOS product

which the number of TOS products declined by 21%. Also,

developments and maintain the company’s success.

the number of available TOS products for Ro/Ro port terminals
falls by 24%. Contrarily, there has been an influx of new
products marketed towards port terminals handling dry and
liquid cargo as their numbers increased significantly. The
market for TOS specialised on general cargo port terminals
remains unchanged.
Methods of Artificial Intelligence within TOS offer several
innovation pathways for both TOS users and providers.
•

Artificial Intelligence will support decision making
and thus help to make better decisions based on the
available data and knowledge gathered by deep learning
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